In the beginning God created
the Tree of Life; God created all that lives,
in the waters, in the air and on the land.
God also created human beings
to ascend the ladder of consciousness
that they might love
the whole creation and proclaim
One Earth, One Humanity, One Spirit.
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THE TREE OF LIFE

Deep in your dreams remember a garden green and fair
   And at its very center an ancient tree stands there.
       The Tree is tall and stately, it is growing even now
       And all the life that ever was is cradled in its bough.

   There is a garden growing, it is such a lovely sight
       And at its heart a mighty tree whose branches reach for light.
       The light is from the love of God for all of life to share
       But now it needs the love of man to keep it growing there.

       The Tree of Life, it grows with love.
       The Tree of Life, it grows with love.
       The Tree of Life, it grows with love.

So you must love the garden and the life within its heart
And you must tend and guard the Tree of which we all are part.
Now all the world is waiting for the hope that you can bring, so
The Tree can keep on blooming in God's Eternal Spring.

       The Tree of Life, it grows with love.
       The Tree of Life, it grows with love.
       The Tree of Life, it grows with love.

Now all the world is waiting for the hope that you can bring, so
The Tree can keep on blooming in God's Eternal Spring.
       The Tree of Life, it grows with love.
       The love of Man, the Grace of God.
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NOW IT NEEDS THE LOVE OF MAN TO KEEP IT GROWING THERE
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LOVE
YOU MUST LOVE THE GARDEN AND THE LIFE WITHIN ITS HEART AND

YOU MUST TEND AND GUARD THE TREE OF WHICH WE ARE ALL PART NOW

ALL THE WORLD IS WAITING FOR THE HOPE THAT YOU CAN BRING SO THE

TREE CAN KEEP ON BLOOMING IN GOD'S ETERNAL SPRING
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Love The Tree — Of Life It Grows With
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Love The Tree — Of Life It Grows With
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Love

*NOTE: IN CHORUSES, ON "IT GROWS WITH..."

Piano Play it like this Like wise in Bb except transpose!